Week 5
DT
An important part of our DT curriculum is being able to evaluate our designs. Spend some
time to review and reflect on your potion box design. What went well and what would you
change if you did it again? Were you able to practise your DT skill of measuring and cutting
accurately?

Music
Now you have had a chance to listen to a piece
of music inspired by Harry Potter it is over to
you to make your own piece of
magical music. If you have any instruments at
home you could use them, or if you are feeling
creative, you could even make your own. An
instrument we all have is our voice so if you
don't have access to anything else just sing!
Think carefully about what sort of piece you
want to create, will it sound happy or sad, or even a bit of both? How will you show that you
have been inspired by the magical world of Harry Potter? We would love to see some of
your performances of your masterpieces so please send in any videos to Padlet or our email.
Get composing!
5 instruments kids can make - BBC Good Food

Art
The paintings in Harry Potter are truly magical! This is your chance to
create your own piece of magical art. Perhaps it will have eye holes
so it looks like it can move or maybe you can make it on a concertina
so that it looks like two different pictures depending on the
angle you look at it? The choice is yours, we can’t wait to see what
you can come up with.

It is Mental Health week this week. Make sure you are taking time to look after yourselves
and do activities that you enjoy. Taking a walk and spending some time completing
mindfulness exercises are all good ways to look after your mental health.
10 mindfulness exercises for kids - BBC Good Food

P.E Keep going with the BBC Supermovers to keep active and practise your multiplication at
the same time. Send us any pictures you have taken on walks you have been on. There is lots
of lovely countryside to explore quite near us.

